Vancouver Laborarium
Saturday June 1 & Sunday June 2, 2019
School for the Contemporary Arts
SFU Goldcorp Centre for the Arts 149 W. Hastings St., Vancouver
(Rms 4210 & 4270, 4th floor)

Welcome to the Postmarginal Laborarium
The Laborarium is a two-day experiential learning event that brings together artists, audiences, and
scholars interested in reshaping contemporary theatre into a more inclusive space.
Our entry point: To create in an inclusive manner, we need mental, online, and real-life spaces
where the dialogue about identity and artistic freedom can take place in safe, equitable, and
respectful ways. The Postmarginal Laborarium series was launched in 2018 as a new physical space
for rethinking inclusiveness in Canadian theatre.
Our objectives: We seek to collectively discover, test, and propose new work ethics and creative
strategies for exploring differences in the rehearsal hall. The specific context of the host city (in this
case, Vancouver) is considered through collective intelligence, Indigenous forms of communication,
and practical workshops. There are no experts in the room. We are all participants.

The Laborarium will be facilitated through a format called ‘Open Space Technology’
‘Open Space Technology’ sessions empower participants to custom design discussions in a
facilitated environment, deliver intimate conversations that matter, and provide a space for
passions, interests and concerns that need to emerge. It is your chance to talk with others about the
topics that matter most to you and your peers. Step in, take charge of the challenges, lend your
resources and give your energy to what matters most to you and to this work.
You’ll have the opportunity to shape the weekend’s conversation by proposing discussion topics
and brainstorming key issues and solutions that will define the Open Space sessions. This is a
gathering of spontaneous conversations!
The Four Principles of Open Space Technology
1
2
3
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Whoever comes are the right people
Whatever happens, is the only thing that could
When it starts is the right time
When it’s over it’s over

The One Law of Open Space Technology is the Law of Mobility.
If you find yourself in a situation where you are not contributing or learning, use your ability to
move and go to another place where you can.
Harvest
Ideas, recommendations, discussions and next steps will be documented on our “harvest wall” and
shared to help nurture the opportunity for ongoing collaboration post-conference.

Open Space participants can choose to be:
● Conveners
● Participants
● Bumblebees
● Butterflies

Illustrations by Anne-Laure Mathieu.

Preliminary Schedule
Day 1: “Arriving in a good way”
Morning
8:15 - 9:00 am
9:00 - 10:15 am
10:15 - 10:30 am
10:30 - 12:00 pm
12:00 - 12:15
12:00 - 1:00 pm

Registration open
Welcome and Indigenous Protocol
Project framing & Check-In
Health Break
Collective Story Harvest
Mapping exercise # 1
Lunch (off-site or bring your own, local eateries listed on page 8)

Afternoon
1:00 - 1:30 pm
1:30 - 2:30 pm
2:40 - 3:40 pm
3:40 - 4:00 pm
4:00 - 4:20 pm
4:20 - 4:35 pm
4:35 - 5:00 pm

Introduction to Open Space Technology (OST)
OST Round 1
OST Round 2
Health Break
Harvest OST Rounds 1 & 2
Mapping exercise # 2
Check out

DAY 2: “Bringing Ourselves into Action”
Morning
9:00 - 9:20 am

11:45 - 12 pm
12 pm - 1 pm

Welcome & Check-In
Reminder of the Harvest
Body harvest # 3
Embodied Workshops
Group A: Soheil Parsa
Group B: Henry Daniel
Health Break
Embodied Workshops
Group A: Henry Daniel
Group B: Soheil Parsa
Mapping exercise # 4
Lunch (off-site or bring your own)

Afternoon
1:15 - 1:45
1:45 - 2:30 pm
2:35 - 3:20 pm
3:20 - 3:40 pm

Check in
OST Round 3
OST Round 4
Health Break

9:20 - 9:35 am
9:40 - 10:35 am

10:30 - 10:50 am
10:55 - 11:40 am

3:40 - 4:00 pm
4:00 - 4:20 pm
4:20 - 5:00 pm
Evening
5:00pm - 7:00pm

Harvest OST rounds 3 and 4
Mapping exercise
Check out

Cinq à S ept gathering (World Art Centre, 2nd floor)

About the Story Harvest Sessions
Cross Boundaries:
How can we work amongst different communities and practices to share experiences and
knowledge in a constructive way?
Storytellers: Savannah Walling, Terry Hunter
Break Ties with Conventions:
When does a “constraint” become a source of creativity?
Storyteller: Landon Krentz
Share Authority in Rehearsals:
What new models of ownership of artistic practice are available to us?
Storytellers: Soheil Parsa, Peter Farbridge
Take Forms in New Directions:
How can new performance genres interweave our uniquenesses?
Storyteller: Jessica Del Fierro
About the Workshops
Transformative Movements
Building ethical rehearsal spaces in which we can share our uniqueness cannot be achieved through
the mental activity alone. Our bodies and voices--the instruments through which we access
creativity and through which we are creative--need to be engaged in the process. Led by two
seasoned choreographers, Karen Jamieson and Henry Daniel, two workshops “Transformative
Movements” are gently designed to give all participants, regardless of background, a visceral
experience of going beyond our preconceptions of ourselves and the other.
Creating through Difference
How do we create with our uniquenesses? What directorial opportunities does it contain? Rather
than an appropriative process, interweaving cultures can provide a creative potential that is done
with respect and equanimity. Celebrated Iranian-Canadian director, Soheil Parsa, gives a
demonstration of the work of “Subject and Creation” a laboratory designed to examine the potential
of our differences to inspire and challenge theatre rehearsal process.

Our Workshop Leaders
Karen Jamieson
After receiving a BA in Philosophy and Anthropology
from UBC, Karen studied and performed in NYC with
Alwin Nikolais among others. She co-founded the
experimental movement collective, Terminal City Dance
then established Karen Jamieson Dance in 1983. She is
acknowledged nationally for her work in community
engaged and cross-cultural dance. She is a recipient of the
Chalmers, Isadora, and Vancouver Mayor’s Arts awards.
Her seminal work, Sisyphus, is recognized as one of the top 10 Canadian Choreographic
Masterworks of the 20th Century and in 2018 she was amongst the first inductees into the
Canadian Dance Hall of Fame. The company has toured nationally and internationally, Karen has
created over 100 original works. www.kjdance.ca
Henry Daniel, PhD.
Professor of Dance, Performance Studies and New Media
Technologies, scholar, performer, choreographer, and
Artistic Director of Full Performing Bodies, Daniel’s
research concentrates on strengthening notions of
Practice-as-Research (PaR), or Research/Creation in
Canada. He has a professional background in dance,
theatre, and new media with a career that started in his
native Trinidad &amp; Tobago and continued in the USA,
Germany, the UK, and Canada. Daniel’s current research
project Contemporary Nomads investigates three stages
of the ‘traveler’, ‘migrant’ or ‘refugee’s journey (in the broadest sense of these terms), seeking to
find out how, when, and why individuals and populations move from place to place.

Soheil Parsa
Soheil is an award-winning director, actor, writer,
dramaturg, choreographer and teacher. In his
native Iran, Soheil completed studies in Theatre
Performance at the University of Tehran and
began a promising career as an actor and director.
Arriving in Canada with his family in 1984, Soheil
completed a second Bachelor of Arts in Theatre
Studies at York University and then went on to
establish Modern Times Stage Company. In 1995
Soheil received a New Pioneers Award by Skills for
Change for Outstanding Contribution to the Arts
by a recent immigrant to Canada. Soheil’s own
work at Modern Times has been recognized with
five Dora Mavor Moore Awards a Chalmers
Fellowship in 2002, and a Senior Creation Grant from the Canada Council, as well as a
number of international prizes and master class requests. In 2007 and 2010 he was
short-listed for the Siminovitch Prize in Theatre Celebrating Directors, the highest honour in
Canadian theatre. Soheil was awarded the Queen Elizabeth Diamond Jubilee Award for his
contribution as a theatre artist to Canadian society.

Venue Information
The Laborarium will take place at The School for the Contemporary Arts, Simon Fraser University
Goldcorp Centre for the Arts, 149 West Hastings, Vancouver, BC V6B 1H4
Fourth floor - rooms 4210 & 4270 (directional signs will be posted to guide you)

Hospitality
Complimentary coffee, tea and breakfast snacks will be offered each morning.
Participants are invited to visit a nearby establishment during our lunch breaks (or pack your own
and eat on-site).
On Sunday evening from 5pm - 7pm, we invite all participants to stay with us for a reception and
social time (non-alcoholic bar and hors d'oeuvres served)
Nearby Restaurants
Subway, 139 W Hastings St.
JJ Bean Coffee Roasters, 146 W Cordova St.
Hiro Japan Xpress, 142 W Cordova St.
The Charles Bar, 136 W Cordova St.
Catch 122 Cafe Bistro, 122 W Hastings St.
Noodlebox Gastown, 108 W Hastings St.
Prado Cafe, 100 W Hastings St.
Vegan Cave Cafe, 415 Abbott St.

Accessibility
ASL Interpretation will be offered throughout the weekend.
The School for the Contemporary Arts is w
 heelchair accessible.
We ask participants to refrain from using / wearing scented products at the Laborarium, in
order to respect and include individuals who may have allergies or sensitivities to common
chemicals and fragrances.
Participants should consider wearing or bringing comfortable footwear and clothing for our
movement workshops.
Please note that photo documentation of the gathering will occur throughout the weekend. If you
do not wish to appear in images that will later be shared on Postmarginal’s digital portal and
ongoing project materials, just let us know.
If there is anything we can do to make your experience at the Laborarium more comfortable or
accessible, feel free to reach out to Producer Sue Balint in advance of the event via email
(info@postmarginal.ca) or text (647.216.3974).

Next Steps…
Results of the Vancouver Laborarium and the theoretical basis of postmarginality will be discussed
at the Canadian Association of Theatre Research conference at the University of British Columbia in
Vancouver (BC) from June 3 to 6, 2019.
Curated Panel & Praxis:
Embodying and Reflecting upon Postmarginality on Stage and in Rehearsal Halls
Panelists: Peter Farbridge, Diana Manole, Henry Daniel, Yana Meerzon, Guillaume Saindon
Praxis Participants: Cassandre Chatonnier, Peter Cockett, Peter Farbridge, Diana Manole,
Soheil Parsa, Mathilde Perallat
Documentation from the Vancouver Laborarium will also be shared with the Greater Vancouver
Professional Theatre Alliance (GVPTA) and added to Postmarginal’s upcoming digital portal.

Laborarium participants gather on the unceded traditional territories of the
Coast Salish peoples of the xmkwym (Musqueam), Skwxwú7mesh (Squamish),
and Slílwta (Tsleil-Waututh) Nations.

Our Facilitators
Pawa Haiyupis is a member of the Ahousaht First Nation
on the West Coast of Vancouver Island. Throughout her
career, she has developed a diversity of professional skills
from her work experience with First Nations people. Much
of Pawa’s work has focused on facilitating dialogues on all
aspects of governance, leadership and nation-building.
Pawa’s work is focussed on Indigenous governance,
developing young leaders, water sovereignty, and climate
action. Her approach is rooted in her belief that nation
building is a healing journey and she hosts safe enough
spaces to explore the difficult questions about nationhood.
Anne-Laure Mathieu is a Freelance Human Centered
Designer and Strategist. She has been working in the
cultural non-profit sector, both in Quebec and
internationally, for 18 years. From communication and
marketing director to international project manager, she
has occupied diverse positions in festivals, art
organizations, and congresses in the performing arts,
cinema, literature, and the social sector. Anne-Laure puts
the principles of humanity and meaningfulness at the heart
of her work, combining them with her extensive practical
knowledge in the event and cultural fields. She works with
Design Thinking and collective intelligence tools to help
organizations develop their strategy, their culture of
innovation and change the way people are interacting and
learning from eachother.
Born in Rwanda, Lisa Ndejuru is a daughter of the abega
clan. In the 1970s, her family fled to Germany and
migrated to turtle island a decade later. Uninvited, they
settled on the unceded indigenous territory of the
Kanien’kehá:ka Nation, on the Island of Tiohtiá:ke or
Montreal. Lisa has served the Rwandan diaspora for over
20 years and aspires to work on « extending the rafters ».
She is completing a PhD exploring silences and tensions,
stories of trauma and displacement, and arts based
approaches to difficult conversations. Her work with
storytelling, play and improvised theatre in post-trauma
settings aims for individual and collective meaning-making

and empowerment in the aftermath of large-scale political violence.
Registered Participants (as of Tuesday May 28)
Lara Aysal
Erika Babins
Sue Balint
Siobhan Barker
Ligia Borges
Julie Burelle
Crystal Chan
Henry Daniel
Jesse Del Fierro
Parvindoukht Emami
Natalia Esling
Peter Farbridge
CS Fergusson-Vaux
Mildred Grace German
Pawa Haiyupis
Caroline Herbert
Terry Hunter
Karen Jamieson
Carmin Kim
Kristen Kornienko
Landon Krentz
Talya Kuran
Diana Manole
Anne-Laure Mathieu
Allyson McGrane
Hannah Meyers
Renae Morriseau
Gia Nahmens
Lisa Ndejuru
Soheil Parsa
Julia Siedlanowska
Annie Smith
Marisa Smith
Priscillia Tait
Savannah Walling
Roger Wang
Sherry Waters

University of Victoria
BC Arts Umbrella
Freelance Producer
BIPOC Artist / EDI Facilitator
Diversité artistique Montréal
University of California, San Diego
Publishing / New Media Design Specialist
Workshop Facilitator
Simon Fraser University
Simon Fraser University
University of British Columbia
Modern Times Stage Company
University of British Columbia
Independent Artist
Facilitator
Independent Artist
Vancouver Moving Theatre
Workshop Facilitator
Independent Artist
Centre for Urban and Built Environment Studies
Director, Artistic Sign Language
Simon Fraser University
Trent University
Facilitator
Left Right Minds
Simon Fraser University
M'Girl Music
Modern Times Stage Company
Facilitator
Modern Times Stage Company
Independent Artist
Simon Fraser University
Alley Theatre
Vancouver Moving Theatre
Vancouver Moving Theatre
Independent Artist
University of Victoria

The Laborarium is coordinated by Modern Times Stage Company (Toronto)
Modern Times was founded in the belief that individual voices, experiences, and backgrounds can
knit a common vision and create theatre that expresses the essence of a shared human spirit. As
artists we believe that human identity is multi-layered, so our theatrical aesthetics draw from many
styles of theatre. Within this diversity, we seek beauty in simplicity and truth in vulnerability. Our
process and award-winning productions are rooted in this unique approach, resulting in a timeless,
placeless expression of reality. Since 1989, Modern Times has explored stories from across the
globe
producing adapted, translated and original works for audiences in Canada and internationally.
www.moderntimesstage.com

Learn more about the Postmarginal project at:
postmarginal.ca
The Vancouver Laborarium is supported by:

